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Abstract—Many location-based systems rely on fine-grained 
tracking of mobile objects that determine their own locations 
with sensing devices like GPS receivers. For these objects, energy 
is a very valuable and limited resource. A distance-based report-
ing protocol can be employed to reduce the energy they consume 
by sending position updates. However, the energy required for 
position sensing has not been considered in the past.  

In this paper, we study how the resulting energy consumption 
from both sensing and update operations can be reduced for dis-
tance-based reporting. We show that significant savings are 
achieved by sending position updates earlier than actually re-
quired. For uniform movement, we derive the minimal power 
consumption analytically. Subsequently, two novel online heuris-
tics are proposed that control the sending of position updates at 
runtime. Their effectiveness is validated by extensive simulations. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Due to advances in wireless communications and low-cost po-
sitioning devices like GPS receivers, location-based systems 
have attracted tremendous interest lately [4]. A wide range of 
applications has been identified, including location-aware in-
formation services, asset tracking, or fleet management.  

Often those applications rely on fine-grained location in-
formation from a potentially large number of mobile objects. 
For that reason, a so-called location manager (LM) keeps track 
of the current positions of the mobile objects (MOs) and allows 
applications to access this information. Each MO is equipped 
with a positioning sensor to determine its position and commu-
nicates this data to the LM over a wireless network.  

Substantial research has been conducted to increase the ef-
ficiency, robustness and scalability of a (distributed) LM (e.g., 
[8]). Another area of research addresses the interaction of MOs 
with a remote LM node. For updating the position information 
a variety of reporting protocols have been proposed 
[1],[7],[16]. They minimize the number of update messages 
while guaranteeing a bounded accuracy of the location infor-
mation maintained by the LM. This offers three advantages: 
saving radio bandwidth, reducing the load of LM nodes, and 
reducing the energy consumption of MOs.  

For many MOs, such as cellular phones or PDAs, energy is 
the most precious resource, due to limited battery capacities. 
Thus, minimizing the energy consumption is of particular im-
portance. However, all reporting protocols described in the lit-
erature are based on the assumption that communication is the 

only relevant factor to consider. Clearly, under this assumption 
most energy can be conserved by minimizing the number of 
update messages. But, we argue that this assumption oversim-
plifies matters, at least for the prominent sensing technology 
GPS. For example, at a sensing rate of 1 Hz, a GPS receiver 
consumes 80 mJoules per second [12]. The same amount of 
energy is required by GPRS to transmit 1 kilo-bit of data [3]. 
Consequently, the design of an energy-efficient reporting pro-
tocol should consider the energy consumed by position sens-
ing, too.  

In this paper, we focus on one particular reporting protocol, 
called distance-based reporting (DBR) [7]. With this protocol 
an MO updates the position stored by the LM whenever its cur-
rent position deviates from the previous update by more than a 
given threshold. This threshold depends on the required accu-
racy of the remote position data. Consequently, this protocol 
reduces the number of messages by sending updates as late as 
possible. However, we will show that this is far from optimal 
in terms of energy consumption, if GPS or a similar sensing 
technology is used. We will see that energy consumption can 
be decreased by updating the position earlier, i.e., before the 
threshold is reached. This is because the frequency of position 
sensing can be reduced significantly by early updates. But at 
the same time, this increases the number of updates messages 
to be sent. Therefore, the interesting question is when to update 
the position so that the total energy consumption is minimized.  

The answer to that question depends strongly on how the 
MO moves after the decision. For uniform movement we will 
provide an analytical model for computing the optimal time to 
send an update. For arbitrary movement we will propose two 
heuristics, one of them based on movement prediction. Our 
evaluation shows that they achieve saving more than 50% of 
the energy consumed by both sensing and update operations. 

While our results apply to distance-based reporting, we are 
convinced that the same principle can be applied to other re-
porting protocols as well – including dead-reckoning reckoning 
protocols, which also use a movement prediction [1],[9],[17]. 

In summary, the contributions of this paper are: 
• Early Distance-based Reporting (EDBR), a novel re-

porting protocol to reduce the total energy consump-
tion of position sensing and update operations;  

• An analytic model of EDBR for uniform movement; 
• Two heuristics for EDBR that decide at runtime when 

to send the next position update. 
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The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: First, 
the underlying system model is discussed in Sec. II. Then, we 
present the basic idea of Early Distance-based Reporting in 
Sec. III. Subsequently, Sec. IV provides an analytic model of 
EDBR for uniform movement; followed by two online heuris-
tics for arbitrary movement in Sec. V. The evaluation of these 
heuristics is presented in Sec. VI and related work is discussed 
in Sec. VII. Finally, the paper is concluded in Sec. VIII. 

II. SYSTEM MODEL 
Our system model consists of mobile objects (MOs) and a lo-
cation manager (LM) that maintains the positions of MOs. We 
do not make any assumption on the internal organization of the 
LM. It might comprise multiple LM nodes, to which the MOs 
are mapped (dynamically), cf. [8]. Each MO reports its posi-
tion information to a single LM node over a wireless network.  

An MO represents any mobile device (like cell phone or 
PDA) that is equipped with a processor, a wireless network in-
terface and a positioning sensor to detect its own geographic 
position. In these devices, energy is a valuable and limited re-
source. To supply the LM with current position information, an 
MO has to perform three different operations: processing, posi-
tion sensing and communication. We focus on the last two op-
erations because they dominate energy consumption [2],[14].  

Communication: An MO sends position update messages to 
the LM according to the underlying reporting protocol. As all 
update messages will be similar in size, we assume this trans-
mission requires a constant amount of energy WU per message. 

Sensing: For sensing operations we use a generic model, 
applicable to a broad class of positioning sensors, though de-
rived from current GPS technology [11]: Position sensing is 
not be performed continuously to conserve precious energy. 
Instead, the positioning sensor determines its current location 
by performing a position fix. Each position fix is explicitly in-
voked by the processor and requires some amount of time Tsense 
before the position is obtained. For example, GPS needs about 

s 5.0  for pseudo-range measurements of satellite signals and 
computing a valid position [11]. Each position fix also requires 
a constant amount of energy WS. In between two fixes the posi-
tioning sensor can operate in a low-power sleep mode.  

Note that we do not consider any background energy that is 
not influenced by these two operations. Its consumption is in-
dependent of the reporting protocol. E.g., a GPS receiver might 
still wake up periodically to keep a lock on the satellite signals. 

The position of an MO at any time t is denoted ( )tp
� . For 

clarity of presentation, we assume that the position information 
obtained by the sensors is accurate. It has been shown (e.g., 
[7],[13]) how to cope with limited sensing accuracy in dis-
tance-based reporting. Furthermore, we assume that each MO 
has knowledge about its maximal velocity, denoted by vmax. It 

does not need to be a tight bound. This assumption is common 
for reporting protocols, and determining reasonable values has 
been discussed elsewhere, e.g., [7],[13].  

Finally, we do not assume movements to be limited to a 
road network. Thus, we use the Euclidean distance to measure 
how far two positions are apart. However, our approach could 
be easily extended to support network-constrained movements 
(cf. [1],[16]) by using the travelling distance instead. 

III. BASIC IDEA: EARLY DISTANCE-BASED REPORTING 
In this section, we first analyze the energy cost of Distance-
based Reporting (DBR). This reveals a fundamental trade-off 
between the energy consumption of sensing and update opera-
tions. Motivated by this insight, we then present our basic idea 
to save energy by sending position updates earlier.  

As mentioned before, DBR allows applications to select the 
required accuracy of location information. The selected accu-
racy determines the update threshold dth, that must not be ex-
ceeded in between two position updates. That is, an MO must 
always send a new update message before its distance to the 
previous reported position reaches dth. Let ti,0 and ti+1,0 denote 
the time of the i-th and i+1-th position update, respectively. 
Then, DBR fulfills the following condition: 
 ( ) ( )       :][ th0,010 dtptp,  ttt i,ii, ≤−∈∀ +

��  (1) 

To minimize the energy spent on communication, the MO 
typically sends its updates as late as possible. This is particular-
ly efficient for slow or sporadic movements, because the object 
can spend a long time without sending any update. 

At the same time, the MO must locally monitor its position, 
to detect reaching the update threshold. Instead of continuous 
sensing, it can use a technique called selective sensing to con-
serve more energy: After each position fix the MO computes 
the time it can suspend sensing without violating condition (1). 
Obviously, this is the minimum amount of time required to 
reach the update threshold based on the MO’s maximal veloci-
ty. Therefore, after sending a position update the MO can defer 
the next position fix for dth / vmax. If the update threshold is not 
yet reached after that time, the next fix can be scheduled based 
on the remaining distance to dth.  

In detail, let ti,j denote the time the j-th position fix, that fol-
lows the i-th position update, is completed (cf. Fig. 1). So, ti,0 is 
the time of the position fix preceding the i-th update, ti,1 is the 
time of the first position after the i-th update is obtained, and so 
on. At time ti,j the MO then computes the waiting time Twait(ti,j) 
for the next position fix as follows:  
 ( ) ( ) ( ) 0dist i,i,ji,j tptptd

��
−=  (2) 
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Figure 1. Timeline of sensing and update operations in distance-based reporting. 



After computing Twait(ti,j), the MO has to decide whether or 
not to send a position update to the LM. Due to (1), the update 
must be performed if the next position fix is not known to be 
completed before dth is reached. This corresponds to the so-
called Distance-based Update Condition (DBU-condition): 
 ( ) sense,wait TtT ji <  (4) 

Recall that Tsense is the time required by the position sensor 
to obtain the position. If the DBU-condition is fulfilled, a posi-
tion update is sent to the LM and the waiting time is recom-
puted accordingly (using ti+1,0 = ti,j). In either case, the MO then 
waits Twait(ti,j) – Tsense before it initiates the next positing fix. 
During that time, the positioning sensor can stay in sleep mode. 

Consequently, an MO performs a series of position fixes, 
which are divided into so-called cycles. Each position update 
starts a new cycle and terminates the old one. That is, the i-th 
cycle comprises the sequence of position fixes completing at 
ti,1, ti,2,…, ti+1,0. We again refer to Fig. 1. 

DBR has been designed for minimizing the number of posi-
tion updates, while meeting the required accuracy. But, by con-
sidering the power consumption of this protocol, we can see 
that updating as late as possible is not always the best strategy 
to save energy. Let Wi denote the energy consumed during the 
i-th cycle. Further, Ti and ni denote the duration and the num-
ber of position fixes of that cycle, respectively. Then, the aver-
age power consumption P  results from the weighted average 
of each cycle:  
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This shows that the factor ni / Ti has a critical impact on the 
resulting power consumption. The problem with DBR is that 
the frequency of position fixes increases the closer the MO 
comes to the update threshold. This is because the waiting time 
between two fixes decreases the closer the threshold (see (3)). 
Furthermore, a short waiting time does not allow the MO to 
cover a large distance before the next position fix is performed. 
Thus, it is still located relatively close to the update threshold 
after that fix. As a consequence, the power consumption may 
increase substantially while the MO approaches the threshold.  

In order to avoid this negative effect, updates could be sent 
earlier. However, this decreases sensing costs by increasing 
update costs. Thus, both costs must be balanced carefully to 
reduce the total energy consumption. This motivates the Early 
Distance-based Reporting (EDBR) protocol, we propose. Its 
main algorithm is depicted in Fig. 2. On this level of abstrac-
tion, the only difference to DBR is that we added a new condi-
tion, called Energy-based Update Condition (EBU-condition). 
This is used in addition to the DBU-condition (see line 6) to 
trigger a new update whenever this is advantageous with regard 
to energy consumption.  

The interesting question is how to realize this EBU-
condition. It should be easy to evaluate at runtime and conserve 
as much energy as possible. Unfortunately, an optimal solution 
can only be achieved if the future movement of the MO is 

known in advance. The development of an appropriate EBU-
condition is subject of the following two sections. 

IV. ENERGY-BASED UPDATE CONDITION  
FOR UNIFORM MOVEMENT 

The object’s movement can affect the resulting energy con-
sumption of EDBR significantly. Here, we analyze one particu-
lar, simple movement pattern, called uniform movement: an 
MO is assumed to move linearly with constant speed maxvv ≤

� . 
I.e., its position at some time can be determined by a linear 
function: ( ) tvptp ⋅+=

���
0 . For this movement pattern, we ana-

lytically derive an EBU-condition that is optimal in terms of 
energy cost. Although only few objects will move uniformly in 
reality, the analytical model gives valuable insights into the 
problem. More importantly, we utilize these results for the heu-
ristics introduced in the next section. 

With uniform movement, the MO always covers a constant 
distance per time. Let jiT ,  denote the time between sending the 
update starting cycle i and the j-th position fix in cycle i. That 
is, 0,,, ijiji ttT −= . Then, the distance covered in that time is 

jiji Tvtd ,,dist )( ⋅=
� . Using (3) we can determine jiT ,  recursive-

ly:  
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This polynomial sequence also has a closed form (which can 
be shown by complete induction): 
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Next, we can determine the average power consumption, 
denoted as linP , based on the following observation: With uni-
form movement, each cycle of EDBR will have the same 
“temporal structure” in terms of position fixes. That is, after j 
fixes within a cycle, the MO is always located at the same dis-
tance to the last updated position ( )()(:, distdist l,jk,j tdtdlk =∀ ). 
Any deterministic update condition will thus yield the same 
amount of position fixes during each cycle. Consequently, Plin 
is equal to the power consumption of one cycle and depends 
only on the number of position fixes per cycle, say n. Using 
(5), this yields 

 
Main: 
<1> while(reporting) do { 
<2>  newPos := readSensor(); //acquire new position 
<3>   d_wait := d_th - dist(lastUpd, newPos);  
<4>   T_wait := d_wait / v_max; 
<5>   
<6>   if (DBU_condition || EBU_condition){ 
<7>    sendUpdate(newPos); // send msg.  to LS 
<8>    lastUpd := newPos; 
<9>    T_wait := d_th / v_max; // reset waiting time 
<10>   } 
<11>   sleep(T_wait – T_sense); //low-power mode 
<12> } 
 
DBU_condition: 
<13> return (T_wait < T_sense) 
 

Figure 2.  Main algorithm of Early Distance-based Reporting (EDBR). 
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In the following, let us first consider the case 0=v
� . Ob-

viously, this reflects a non-moving object with ( ) 0ptp
��

= . 
Hence, the same waiting time is obtained after each position 
fix, namely Twait(ti,0). This yields Ti,n = n ⋅ Twait(ti,0). According-
ly, the resulting power consumption (7) always decreases for 
larger n. Unsurprisingly, this affirms that a non-moving object 
should not send any further updates (beyond the first) to save 
most energy. In doing so, the power consumption results in: 
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For any 0>v
� , however, (6) and (7) yield an average pow-

er consumption of 
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where nmax is the maximal number of fixes that can be per-
formed before the DBU-condition enforces another update. 
According to (4), this requires  

 ( )=<∀ jitTnj ,waitmax  :  sense,1, TTT jiji ≥−= + . (10) 

Using (6) this can be resolved to: 
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The resulting energy consumption )(lin nP  is a convex func-
tion with one global minimum. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 for 
different ratios of maxV : vvc

�
=  and SUW : WWc = 1. Basically, 

all curves show a very similar behavior: At first, the average 
power consumption decreases with a higher number of position 
fixes. This is due to the fact that the costs for sending updates 
amortize over a larger period of time. Yet, after a certain num-
ber of fixes, the average power consumption starts to increase 
again, because the waiting time in between two fixes shortens 
as the MO approaches the update threshold.  

                                                           
1 Throughout this section, we consistently use the following sample values to 

illustrate the results: Tsense = 0.5 s, dth = 100 m, vmax = 10 m/s, v = cV ⋅vmax, 
WS = 75 mJoule, and WU=cW ⋅WS. 

As a consequence, the lowest power consumption is 
achieved, if the EBU-condition triggers an update after the last 
position fix that shows decreasing power consumption. That is, 
the EBU-condition must evaluate to true after nopt fixes, with 

)}()1(|max{: linlinopt nPnPnn ≥−Ν∈= + . Using (9), and cv, cw as 
previously defined, this results in:2  
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Though this is a complex function, nopt can be determined 
efficiently by iterative computation of )1(lin +nP  until it greater 
than )(lin nP  for the first time. Fig. 4 illustrates the resulting nopt 
for different values of cv and cw. Note that nopt depends on these 
two ratios only, rather than the update threshold dth. The reason 
is that an MO with uniform movement covers a constant frac-
tion of the remaining distance in between two position fixes.  

Next, it can be observed that nopt decreases with larger val-
ues of cv (with a higher velocity). In that case, the MO can per-
form less position fixes before reaching dth. Thus, the waiting 
times decrease more rapidly, which causes higher power con-
sumption with the same amount of position fixes (cf. Fig 3). 
But interestingly, the distance covered after nopt position fixes 
nevertheless increases with larger values of cv. For example, 
nopt = 8 is obtained for cw = 5, cV = 0.1, which corresponds to a 
distance of 57 m. Whereas cV = 0.3 yields nopt = 4 but a dis-
tance of 76 m.  

Furthermore, nopt also decreases with smaller values of cw. 
This is because updating operations have a less dominating im-
pact on the energy consumption with decreasing cw. As a con-
sequence, an early update can be amortized by longer waiting 
times more easily. 

Finally, we have to point out that both nopt and the resulting 
power consumption )( optlin nP  are significantly lower than nmax 
and )( maxlin nP  respectively (cf. Fig. 3). Resuming the previous 
example, nopt = 8 yields a power consumption of 17.1 mWatt, 
opposed to 26.8 mWatt for nmax = 29. This constitutes energy 
savings of more than 36% compared to the original DBR.   

                                                           
2 The deviation of this function is omitted due to limitations in space but can 

be provided upon request. Note that )(wΩ denotes the Lambert W func-
tion. It is the inverse of ( ) wewwf ⋅= . 

Figure 4. Average power consumption Plin(n) for different n � nmax.
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V. ENERGY-BASED UPDATE CONDITION 
FOR ARBITRARY MOVEMENT 

In this section, we discuss how to apply these findings to a 
real-world setting. Now, we consider an arbitrary movement of 
the MO that is not known in advance. We present two online 
heuristics that evaluate the EBU-condition at runtime. Basical-
ly, both heuristics follow the same rationale. They first assess 
the resulting power consumption of both alternatives – sending 
an update immediately or scheduling the next position fix only. 
Then, the option that requires less energy in the future is cho-
sen. Without knowing the future movement, however, the re-
sulting power consumption can only be estimated. The two 
heuristics differ in how this is tackled. The Next Fix Heuristic 
considers the respective power consumption of the very next 
waiting time. The Predicted Movement Heuristic uses past po-
sition information to predict the MO’s future movement as a 
linear function. In the following we will discuss both heuristics 
in detail. 

A. Next Fix (XF) Heuristic  
This update strategy utilizes the fact that the behavior of 

EDBR up to the next position fix is known in advance. At the 
time the EBU-condition is evaluated, say ti,j, the MO can al-
ready determine the waiting time for both, the update and the 
no-update option. Thus, it can easily compare the power con-
sumption of both options up to the time of the next position fix: 

With the no-update option, the MO waits for a period of 
Twait(ti,j) at the cost of one position fix. With (3), the power 
consumption during that time is:  
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With the update option, the MO spends additional energy 
for a position update but benefits from a longer waiting time 
Twait(ti+1,0) at the beginning of a new cycle. Using (3) again, this 
yields in: 
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Obviously, an update should be sent only if updnoupd −< PP . 
Resolving this inequation leads to the following EBU-
condition of EDBR-XF: 
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Consequently, the MO should send a new position update 
when the distance to the last reported position ddist(ti,j) exceeds 
a certain fraction of the update threshold. This fraction can be 
determined in advance provided that the energy costs of sens-
ing and update operations are constant. For example, consider 
an energy ratio of cw=3. Then, this heuristic advises a new up-
date whenever ¾ of the allowed update distance (dth) are ex-
ceeded after a position fix. 

In fact, this constitutes a distinct advantage of the XF heu-
ristic. It imposes virtually no extra runtime overhead and thus 
can be implemented even on devices with very limited compu-
ting capabilities. Furthermore, this heuristic provides a guaran-
teed upper bound on the total power consumption. Since an 
update is sent whenever updnoupd −< PP , the power consumption 

during each waiting time is known to be less than or equal to 
updP . The same holds for the average of all waiting times, too. 

On the downside, a drawback of the XF heuristic is that it 
does not consider the MO’s situation after the next position fix. 
However, this situation may be different for the two options. If 
no update is sent, there is a high probability that the object is 
still closer to the update threshold after the next position fix, 
which again causes a shorter waiting time for the following fix. 
On the other hand, sending an update instead often prolongs 
not only the next but also following waiting times. As a conse-
quence, XF tends to penalize the update option. This effect in-
creases for lower speeds because more position fixes have to 
be performed while a certain distance is crossed.  

B. Predicted Movement (PM) Heuristic 
In contrast to XF, the PM heuristic considers the power 

consumption beyond the next position fix. Its EBU-condition is 
based on a prediction of the MO’s further movement. We apply 
a simple prediction function that assumes uniform movement, 
which allows us to build on the results presented in Sec. IV. 
PM always chooses the option that requires less energy for that 
anticipated movement. 

After each position fix, say at time ti,j, PM first predicts the 
future movement of the MO by means of a linear prediction 
function. This assumes the MO continues its current movement 
uniformly – without changing speed or direction. In particular, 
the predicted movement vector is obtained by linear extrapola-
tion of the last two positions: )()( 1,,p −−= jiji tptpv

��� . Note that 
more than two preceding position fixes could be used as well in 
order to smooth out sensing errors. However, this also deter-
mines how quickly PM reacts to changes in the movement.  

Based on the predicted uniform movement, PM then com-
pares the average power consumption of the update and no-
update option in the future. Let us first consider the update op-
tion. Sending an update will start a new cycle. In order to antic-
ipate the power consumption for that new cycle we can directly 
apply equations (9) and (12). Thus, the power consumption for 
the new and all following cycles amounts to )( optlin nP , where 
nopt denotes the optimal length of each cycle (cf. (12)). That is, 
the minimal power consumption for the update option is: 

  )( optlinupd nPP =  (16) 

With the no-update option, a position update is not sent 
immediately but only after k > 0 further position fixes. In other 
words, the current cycle continues and a new cycle is started 
after k more position fixes. Let )(upd-no kP  denote the average 
power consumption for the remaining portion of the current 
cycle. Then, it is important to notice that the average power 
consumption of all following cycles amounts to )( optlin nP  
again. This is depicted in Fig. 5, which shows the update op-
tion and the no-update option for k=1 and k=2. Consequently, 
PM chooses the update option only if there exist no k > 0 with 

)(upd-no kP less than updP . This amounts to the following EBU-
condition of EDBR-PM: 

 ( ) 0   ,)(min)( updnooptlin >< − kkPnP  (17) 

As pointed out in the previous section, )( optlin nP can be de-
termined efficiently by means of an iterative computation. 

)(upd-no kP  differs from )( optlin nP  since it does not comprise a 



complete cycle. However, it can be shown that its minimum 
can be computed in an analogous manner since )(upd-no kP is 
also a convex function with one global minimum. Note that the 
minimum is actually located at k = 1, whenever the predicted 
movement yields ddist(ti,j) < ddist(ti,j+1).  

Only in the special case of predv
� = 0, the minimum is ob-

tained for ∞→k . In that case, all waiting times before sending 
an update will be equal to Twait(ti,j) and analogous to (8) the re-
sulting power consumption is: WS / Twait(ti,j). With (3) and (8), 
the EBU-condition (17) then reduces to ddist(ti,j) > 0 in that par-
ticular case.  

Finally, the resulting algorithm to determine EBU-
condition of EDBR-PM is depicted in Fig. 6. In line 2 it first 
handles predv

� = 0 explicitly. For any other predicted velocity 
both )min( upd-noP and )( optlin nP  are determined by iteratively 
computing P(i+1) until P(i) < P(i+1) for the first time (line 4 
and 5 respectively). Note that the computation of )( optlin nP  can 
be terminated even earlier, as soon as its value becomes small-
er than )min( upd-noP (cf. line 17). 

Usually, the number of iterations required is quite low (as 
shown in Fig. 4). Therefore, the EBU-condition of PM can be 
evaluated efficiently, although the overhead is higher than for 
the XF heuristic. A clear advantage of PM is that the update 
condition is adapted to the predicted movement. Although we 
have chosen a rather simple prediction function, our evalua-
tions show performance improvements compared to XF. Poten-
tial prediction errors have limited effect since the movement 
vector is corrected with every position fix.  

VI. EVALUATION 
To evaluate the performance of our heuristics, we report on 
various experiments based on a simulation of walking pedestri-
ans. In particular, we compare EDBR-XF and EDBR-PM with 
the original DBR protocol in terms of power consumption. 
Next, we explain the experimental setup, followed by the de-
tailed results. 

A. Simulation Setup 
We used the CanuMobiSim simulator [15] to generate 

movement traces of pedestrians following random trip se-
quences through a typical European city. This scenario com-
prises a simulation area of 2.0 x 2.0 km². The speed of move-
ment is chosen randomly from 0-3 m/s every 30 seconds. Each 
movement trace captures a period of 3 hours. All depicted re-
sults represent the average of 500 simulation runs with differ-
ent movement traces. 

The protocols assume a maximal velocity of vmax = 10 m/s, 
which reflects a pessimistic bound on actual speeds. Concern-
ing energy costs, we assume that sending an update message 
consumes WU = 150 mJoules. According to [3], this amount 
suffices to transmit about 240 bytes over GSM/GPRS. Each 
position fix is assumed to cost WS = 75 mJoules and to take 
Tsense = 0.5 s. These are typical values of a low-power GPS re-
ceiver [12]. Together, this yields an energy ratio of cW = 2. 

B. Sensing and Update Operations 
In the first set of experiments we measured the perform-

ance of all protocols for varying update thresholds dth. Fig. 7 
presents the amount of (a) position fixes and (b) position up-
dates that are performed by one MO per hour, as well as (c) the 
resulting power consumption.  

First, it can be observed that all protocols show a similar 
performance for small values of dth. This is due to the fact that 
the DBU-condition enforces a position update after almost 
every fix. Recall that a new report is required if the remaining 
distance to dth is less than vmax⋅ Tsense = 5m, cf. (4). Thus, with 
an update threshold of only 5 m the MO has to send an update 
whenever it changes its position in between two fixes. With 
increasing dth, Tsense becomes less influencing since the position 
must be reported with a lower accuracy only. Hence, the MO 
can move for a longer period of time without update.  

For larger dth, DBR shows the highest decrease of position 
updates (cf. Fig. 7a), because it sends an update only when 
reaching the update threshold. As expected by design, a higher 
amount of updates is observed for EDBR. But it can also be 
seen that EDBR-PM generates even more updates than EDBR-
XF. That is, on average the PM heuristic generates a new up-
date earlier (after less position fixes) than XF. 

Concerning the amount of position fixes (Fig. 7b) we can 
observe a converse relation. EDBR-PM performs even less po-
sition fixes than EDBR-XF. At the same time, both variants of 
EDBR save a significant amount of position fixes by early re-
porting compared to DBR. DBR suffers from very short wait-
ing-times whenever the MO is close to the update threshold, 
which results in the highest amount of position fixes. 

The overall power consumption, including the costs of both 
sensing and updating, is depicted in Fig. 7c. Here, the benefit 
of our solution becomes apparent. It can be seen that DBR al-
ways experiences the highest power consumption due to the 

 
EBU_condition: 
<1> mov := linearMovementPrediction(...); 
<2> if (mov.velocity == 0) return (dist(lastUpd, newPos) > 0); 
<3>  
<4> P_wait := predictP(lastUpd, mov, WS , T_wait , 0 ); 
<5> P_lin := predictP(newPos, mov, WS+WU, d_th / vmax, P_wait); 
<6> return (P_lin < P_wait); 
 
PredictP (Position up, Prediction mov,  
   Energy W, Duration T, Power P_low): 
<7>   
<8> /* next waiting time */ 
<9> pos := mov.posAfter(T); 
<10> d_wait := d_th - dist(up, pos);  
<11> T_wait := d_wait / v_max; 
<12>  
<13> /* compare power consumption */ 
<14> P_last := W/T; W += WS; T += T_wait; P_new := W/T; 
<15> if (T_wait < T_sense) return P_last: // DB-update 
<16> if (P_new > P_last) return P_last; // power increases 
<17> if (P_new < P_low) return P_new; // already lower 
<18>  
<19> /* else: perform next iteration */ 
<20> return predictP(up, mov, W, T, P_low); 
 

Figure 5. Comparing the power consumption of different options.

Figure 6. EBU-condition for the Predicted Movement (PM) heuristic. 



large amount of position fixes. In contrast, both EDBR variants 
always consume less energy. For example, with dth = 50 m 
EDBR-XF saves 28% of the energy consumed by DBR, and 
EDBR-PM even saves 34%. Moreover, the energy savings fur-
ther increase with larger values of dth. With dth = 200 m they 
amount to 49% and 52% respectively. The reason is that the 
ratio of very short to long waiting times increases with dth. This 
amplifies the gain of sending an update earlier, because a larger 
fraction of position fixes is saved (cf. Fig. 7b). 

Finally, Fig. 7c also shows that the PM heuristic performs 
better than XF in terms of power consumption for all values of 
dth. Thus, PM benefits from the movement prediction that al-
lows adapting the EBU-condition to different movement cha-
racteristics. In contrast, the EBU-condition of XF is more con-
servative in that it generates less position updates (cf. Fig. 7a), 
which causes a slight increase in power consumption only. 

C. Impact of Energy Costs and Movement Speed  
Next, we present further experiments to evaluate the impact 

of the ratios cW and cV on the power consumption. They are 
based on a fixed update threshold dth = 100 m.  

Since other technologies for sensing or communication are 
likely to yield different ratios of energy costs, we vary cw by 
gradually increasing WU. As a consequence, the impact of up-
date operations becomes more dominating. 

Fig. 8a depicts the resulting power consumption of all three 
protocols. It shows how the energy savings of both EDBR va-
riants decrease with larger values of cw. However, their power 
consumption always remains lower than DBR. This is due to 
the fact that their EBU-conditions take the energy costs into 
account. For higher update costs, new messages are sent less 

frequently. Thereby, the energy savings decrease accordingly. 
Nevertheless, with cw = 9 the savings still amount to 12% for 
EDBR-XF and 21% for EDBR-PM. Furthermore, it can be ob-
served that the improvement of EDBR-PM over EDBR-XF 
even increases with cw. This shows that the predictive EBU-
condition assesses the future power consumption more accu-
rately. As explained in the previous section, XF tends to penal-
ize the update-option and this effect increases with cw, cf. (15). 

Next, we evaluate the impact of different movement speeds 
in relation to the maximal velocity vmax (= 10 m/s). Therefore, 
movement traces are generated as previously described, but 
with a constant speed v. From one experiment to the next, v is 
gradually increased. The assumed energy ratio is cW = 2 again.  

The resulting power consumption in relation to cV is shown 
in Fig. 8b. First, note that all protocols consistently show the 
lowest power consumption for cV = 0. In that special case, the 
object does not move at all and hence no update messages are 
sent by any of the protocols. With increasing cV more update 
messages are required because the MO approaches the update 
threshold faster. For cV = 1 the MO always moves with vmax. 
Still, this does not necessarily require an update after each fix, 
due to changes in the direction of movement. Accordingly, 
DBR sends less updates than EDBR, but shows higher power 
consumption even at maximal speed. 

Most importantly, it can be observed that the energy sav-
ings of EDBR over DBR are significantly higher for lower val-
ues of cV. This clearly confirms the initial motivation of our 
work. When an object slowly approaches the update threshold, 
DBR causes a series of frequent position fixes. The benefit of 
sending an update earlier thus increases for lower speeds. 
Likewise, the improvement of PM over XF also increases with 

Figure 7.    a) Number of position updates per hour,    b) Number of positon fixes per hour,    c) Resulting average power consumption.
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smaller cV, because it sends the update even earlier. It shows 
that PM balances the costs of sensing and updating more even-
ly. In fact, for XF the effect of penalizing the update option (cf. 
Sec. V) increases with smaller speed ratios as well.  

In summary, this evaluation shows that our solution of 
sending updates earlier can significantly decrease the energy 
consumption caused by both sensing and update operations. 
Beyond the movement scenario reported here, we also experi-
mented with a variety of different mobility models and ob-
tained comparable results. For example, with a Brownian 
movement, which frequently changes speed and direction, we 
observed energy savings over DBR of 48% for EDBR-PM and 
36% for EDBR-XF respectively (with dth = 200 m). Due to li-
mitations in space we cannot present further results. Evaluating 
the accuracy of position information maintained by the LM is 
also omitted. We observed that the guaranteed accuracy (dth) is 
never violated by neither DBR nor EDBR, as presented here. 
Moreover, the average accuracy of the remote data even im-
proves with EDBR since updates are sent more frequently. 

VII. RELATED WORK 
The work related to this paper can be divided into two cate-

gories, approaches to reduce sensing costs and protocols to re-
port position information.  

A good overview of strategies to reduce the acquisitional 
energy consumption in sensor networks is given in [14]. Com-
monly, these solutions exploit correlations between values of 
multiple sensors – either on the same node [2],[10], or on mul-
tiple nodes in spatial proximity [5]. The energy consumption is 
reduced by acquiring data from a subset of sensors only and 
predicting the expected value of others with some level of con-
fidence. This differs from the problem considered in this paper.  

Another approach to reduce sensing cost by selective sam-
pling has been proposed for context-aware computing. In par-
ticular, [6] studies the trade-off between power consumption 
and prediction accuracy when using an eWatch with embedded 
accelerometer to predict the current situation of its user. How-
ever, none of these works addresses the inherent trade-off be-
tween sensing and updating, we are dealing with. 

For tracking the position of MOs, a variety of reporting 
protocols have been proposed in the literature. A classification 
can be found in [7]. In [16] adaptive update policies are pro-
posed based on an information cost model. Other approaches 
apply movement prediction functions [1],[9],[17]. Reducing 
the energy consumption has generally been an important de-
sign goal for such protocols. However, to the best of our know-
ledge, none of these protocols considers the impact of sensing 
operations.  

It is important to notice that prediction-based reporting 
protocols can profit from considering sensing cost, too. With 
those schemes, each MO reports not only its current position 
but also some prediction of its movement. Thus, the next up-
date is not required before the deviation between its real and 
predicted position exceeds a given threshold. This optimization 
of DBR still suffers from the same problem we studied in this 
paper: Whenever an MO approaches the update threshold, the 
frequency of position fixes increases in the same. We are cur-
rently studying how the early reporting approach we presented 
can be applied to prediction-based reporting protocols, too. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we studied how valuable energy of MOs can 

be saved in distance-based reporting. We have shown that there 
exists an inherent trade-off between the energy consumption of 
both position sensing and updating. We proposed several strat-
egies to reduce the resulting energy consumption by adapting 
the time of sending a new position update. For uniform move-
ment the optimal update strategy was derived analytically. For 
arbitrary movement we developed two novel online-heuristics 
to evaluate the update decision at runtime. Although increasing 
the amount of position updates, they reduce the total energy 
consumption significantly. Our experiments indicate that more 
than 50% of the energy can be saved in a realistic scenario. 
Thus, we are convinced that our solution can provide a consi-
derable improvement to the real-world deployment of location-
based systems. In the future, we will extend this technique to 
prediction-based reporting and further explore the impact of 
position sensing on different update protocols. 
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